Traditional Values Supporter,
Meet Mary.
Mary is a little, shall we say, confused...
...but Mary isn't confused about whether or not the Employee
Non-Discrimination Act (ENDA) is going to allow someone
like him to keep teaching your kids while he undergoes his
transformation from ugly caterpillar into a beautiful... something
or other...
Believe it or not, Mary isn't alone.
I just sat through a U.S. Senate hearing on ENDA that his friends
were able to get, and I have got to put some media heat on these
deeply troubled individuals before the Obama administration
gives the homosexual/transgender lobby the single largest gift in
the history of their movement!
Can you please donate $35 right now so I can put some media
attention on this guy?
ENDA is a very real threat to classrooms across the nation.
Traditional Values Coalition has been fighting this bill since it was first floated in 1994, and we have
continued to fight it tooth and nail.
Not only would ENDA threaten the religious liberties of anyone questioning whether teachers such as "Mary"
were appropriate for a Kindergarten classroom, ENDA would force public schools and local governments to
hire transgenders and she-males as a "protected class" -- even to the point of forcing 34 state governments to
legalize the "Dirty 30" of bizarre sexual orientations as cited by the American Psychiatric Association.
That's wrong. I intend to stop ENDA before it reaches a boiling point.
The mainstream media isn't going to simply give Christians a fair shake on ENDA. They will ignore us if we
let them.
TVC killed ENDA two years ago. In fact, ENDA was scheduled to be voted on, but the liberals were too
scared to vote on the bill when the truth was revealed ENDA would put transgenders in the classroom
teaching our kids!
I intend to be right there at the every stage of the game, emptying the office and bringing my staff with me,
handing out press releases, white papers, talking one-on-one to members of the media -- whatever it takes to
let the homosexual/transgender lobby know that we're watching them.
That's why your gift of just $35 means so much -- because it tells me that I'm on the right track and
shouldn't give up!
And if $35 or even just $20 is too much to give right now, just remember that even a gift of $15, or $7, or
even just $3 reminds me that you care.
Can I count on your help to stop Mary?
Sincerely,

Andrea Lafferty
President
Traditional Values Coalition

